Collaborate across your organization in Slack with the most security, flexibility and control

Regardless of how your organization is structured, you can customize Enterprise Grid to reflect the needs of your business. As your organization continues to grow, Enterprise Grid offers unlimited workspaces, which allow for strategic, focused places where teams can collaborate.

Advanced security and compliance controls address stringent requirements to keep corporate data protected. Enterprise Grid increases operational efficiencies while giving admins the tools they need to manage hundreds of thousands of users with ease. Delight your users with a simple way to collaborate with their teams, and allow the information shared in Slack to be the single source of truth across your entire organization.

Example Enterprise Grid Organization

PROTECT YOUR DATA WITH ADVANCED SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE CONTROLS

Reduce risk with automated information governance capabilities

- Integrations with e-discovery solutions
- Data exports

Prevent data leakage and secure sensitive information

- Integrations with data loss prevention (DLP) solutions
- Enterprise Key Management (EKM)*
- Audit Logs API

Secure corporate data with comprehensive access and device management

- Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM)
- Native mobile security controls including, minimum app version, secondary authentication, session management, block file downloads and message copying, default browser control, block jailbroken or rooted devices

* Add-on

“Slack has been the hammer that has helped us tear down the walls of silos. It has enabled us to position Slack as the operating system of collaboration across 194 countries and 171 offices, pulling us together like nothing else has.”

Jeff Dow
Executive vice president, media broadcast operations, Fox
INCREASE OPERATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCIES

Streamline how admins control and govern users

- Admin APIs
- User and group provisioning
- Centralized channel management
- Org-wide app approvals and deployment

Accelerate merger and acquisition transitions to go to market faster

- Create separate workspaces to provide secure private environments

Customize policies based on the needs of each of your teams

- Workspace-level retention and admin settings

Partner with dedicated Slack Customer Success and Services teams to drive more business value

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH STRATEGIC, FOCUSED PLACES WHERE YOUR TEAMS CAN COLLABORATE

Tap into the shared knowledge of your employees

- Search across multiple workspaces
- Build out workspaces for executives, employee resource groups, social topics and projects

Gain visibility and measure user engagement across your entire organization

- Member analytics API
- Message activity with multiple workspaces

Ensure that company updates reach the entire organization while minimizing distractions

- Companywide announcement channels across multiple workspaces
- Default channels with multiple workspaces

Safely speed up work with outside partners

- Create separate workspaces with channels shared with external organizations

Contact slack.com/contact-sales to learn more.